Self-assembly of nanoparticles under the action of laser field can be an universal method for the formation of nanostructures with specific properties for application in sensorics and nanophotonics. For prognosis of the self-assembly processes, the model of movement of an ensemble of nanoparticles in a viscous media under the action of laser radiation with the account for interaction of laser-induced polarizations and Brownian dynamics is developed. This model is applied to the investigation of the self-assembly process of a triple of nanoparticles into three-particle structure with a predetermined geometry.Two specific cases of formation of nanostructure from a preliminarily formed pair of particles are studied: either for the pair fixed in space or from the unfixed pair of nanoparticles. The geometry of resulting nanostructures is shown to be determined by the polarization direction of laser radiation and the laser wavelength. Under proper choice of these parameters the formation of structures is shown to be highly efficient. E. g., maximum probability of structures formation is as hig as 36 -46% per single laser pulse of 10 ns duration.
Introduction
Studies in the area of nanotechnology presently exhibit extremely fast rate of development. As an example, the applications of new nanomaterials are under intense research in the materials science [1] . Another prospective subject of studies are nanoliquids containing small amounts of nanoparticles in, e.g., water solutions [2] . Consequently, great attention of researchers over last decades is paid to the production [3, 4] , characterization of properties [5] [6] [7] [8] , and applications of new types of nanoparticles and structures based on them [9] .
Obtaining of the nanostructures with unique properties differing from those of the bulk material and depending both on the composition and shape becomes more and more actual. Therefore, the problem of development of universal technique of nanostructures' formation sharply stands on the agenda of many researchers.
One of approaches used for nanostructures formation is based on the molecular processes of self-assembly of nanoparticles. Such self-assembly is performed with the help of modification of the surface of nanoparticles by molecules of DNS [10, 11] , peptides, lipids and polymers [12] , the selective interaction of which determines the geometry of the formed structure.
However, such an additional modification of the nanoparticles' surface may lead to the changes in their properties. To avoid this, the alternative approach can be used that is based on the application of physical interactions, particularly, hydrothermal processing [13] , convective flows, magnetic field or illumination by the light [14] . For instance, large-area golden nanostructures were fabricated via annealing of the samples containing golden nanoparticles under different temperatures [15] . Laser ablation ov various materials by ultrashort pulses was used for obtaining the periodic structures on a surface [16] . The illumination by the light also can be used for optical binding of nanoparticles via either near-field or farfield interactions [17] , that leads to the formation of structures with the dimensions either smaller or of the order of the external radiation wavelength, correspondingly. Presence of optical resonances in nanoparticles leads to substantial peculiarities both in the process of nanostructures' formation in the field of laser radiation and in the peculiarities of their optical spectra [18] . Particularly, the authors of [19] have theoretically shown that the action of resonant laser radiation onto the ensembles of silver nanoparticles possessing plasmon resonances leads to, for the first, enhancement of near-field interaction between particles, and, for the second, gives the possibility of the control of the geometry of nanostructure forming via induced self-assembly by the tuning of the laser wavelength. However, low Q-factor of plasmonic resonances prevents achieving the interparticle interaction energy that would exceed the thermal movement energy (kT) at intensities of laser radiation below the threshold of radiative stiffness if silver nanoparticles. Further, in [20] it was shown that choosing the colloidal quantum dots that possess better Q-factor resonances allows obtaining enough interparticle interaction energy in the field specified above. Molecular dynamics modeling of the self-assembly of quantum dots into a stable pair [21] and subsequent experiment [22] with the parameters of the medium and the field obtained from the modeling have shown the possibility of formation of stable structure consisting of two CdTe quantum dots. However, of grater interest is the possibility of forming the structures consisting of three and more particles, with the properties of structures being controllable via changing the geometry of a structure. We also note that analytical calculation of the energy of dipole-dipole interaction does not allow estimation of the probability of aggregation and choosing the optimum parameters of the experiment, since the potential well depth and spectral position are in dependence on the interparticle distances and mutual positions of paricles with respect to polarization plane of laser radiation. The influence of particle movement on the probability of structure formation does not allow quantitative preliminary analysis and must be accounted in the process of numerical modeling.
Present paper proposes the approach to the formation of complex nanostructures from initially isolated nanoparticles under the action of laser radiation. A step-by-step aggregation is considered when a third particle adjoins to a preliminarily formed pair of particles, the position of the former being controlled by the choice of the wavelength and the polarization of the external field. Within this case, two variants can be implemented, namely, either initially formed pair can be fixed in space or be arbitrarily oriented with respect to laser polarization.
We suggest the dynamical model of the laser-induced self-assembly of nanostructures based on the molecular dynamics in the field of laser radiation, and develops it to investigate the possibility of assembly of three-particle nanostructures with the demonstration of the shape control. For the modeling of the processes of both spontaneous and laser induced aggregation, the description of a system with the help of the Langevin equations system [6] is used, with the account for Brownian dynamics of the movement of an ensemble of nanoparticles. Numerical solution of the equations system was implemented according to the explicit two-stage Runge-Kutta scheme. Conducting large enough runs on the scheme, we statistically calculate the probability of formation of either pyramidal, or linear, or rectangular structures, in dependence on initial particles positions and the parameters of external field.
Theory and model
The most facile and the least expensive method of obtaining the colloid crystals, i.e. highly ordered structures of nanoparticles that does not require any local physical action onto the system is based on the ability of nanoparticles to selforganize in the process of random Brownian collisions in real disperse systems [23] . However, when using this approach, it is impossible to control the processes of formation of pre-defined nanostructures. The method of formation of nanostructures with a pre-defined geometry from the nanoparticles possessing resonances in the optical wavelength range under the action of laser radiation was proposed in [19, 20] . The essence of the method is as follows. Illumination of microobjects by laser radiation induces the polarization on them that is the cause of interaction of the particle both with the external field, allowing the formation of the structures with the dimensions of the order of the wavelength, and with other particles. In the latter case the formation of structures with the dimensions much smaller than the wavelength of laser radiation inducing the polarization is possible. Presence of optical resonances leads to the enhancement of interparticle interaction and is the base for selective formation of various structures with the pre-defined positions of particles within the structure, for the sake of the dependence of interaction energy between particles illuminated by laser radiation on the laser frequency, on the resonant frequencies of particles and on the orientation of groups of particles with respect to polarization plane of radiation. In this case, a potential well is formed in the spectral and angular dependences of the interparticle interaction energy that corresponds to the given configuration of the group. If the depth of this potential well is larger than the energy of a barrier preventing from spontaneous aggregation [21] , then self-organized merging of the group under consideration into a nanostructure with predefined configuration becomes possible, the configuration being determined by two independent parameters, namely, laser frequency and laser polarization orientation. After the laser switch-off such structure is preserved stable due to the Van der Waals interaction.
Mathematical basis
For the description of the self-organization of particles in the field of laser radiation we will use the model outlined in [19, 20] In the course of modeling the probability was determined of convergence of particles to the distance between their centers of mass max 2 jk j r R  r during 10 ns T  , at various orientations of particles with respect to polarization plane of laser radiation and its frequency. Pulse duration quoted above was chosen to be equal to the duration of laser pulse used in the experiment on the structures formation [21] . According to [17] , the field propagator between field-induced dipole moments depends on the distance and can be written as the sum of three terms each of them being dominating at certain distance range. [21] . In the present study, we will assume that the dimensions of the whole ensemble are much smaller than the wavelength of incident radiation. This assumption allows neglecting the phase shift between induced dipole moments and considering the field strength of external light field E r to be homogeneous over the ensemble and to avoid taking the retardation into account. Then the electric field strength vector of the light wave field is representable in the form of harmonic function dependent only on time with the oscillation frequency r  ,
When considering a local field in the vicinity of j  th particle, both contribution of external field and those from all the rest particles must be taken into account via summing of the fields of all dipoles induced on them. Then the dipole moment vector induced on j  th particle has the form
where 0 j  is the linear polarizability of isolated j  th particle, k E r is the field created by k th particle of ensemble in the point of location of j  th particle:
where jk
is the dielectric permittivity of vacuum.
According to [24] and using (2), we obtain the expression describing the energy of j  th dipole:
For microscopic description of dipolar polarizability of individual particle we will use two-level model [19, 20] . In the frame of this model under simplest case of solitary resonance at the frequency r  characterized by electric dipole moment of the transition 2 12 d and excitation relaxation rate (homogeneous width of resonance) Г , dipole polarizability of particle in the vicinity of r  can be described by the following expression:
where r      is the detuning from resonance, and h is the Planck constant.
Equations of motion
Translational motion of j  th particle of the ensemble is described by the Langevin equations system
where 
where H A is the effective Hamaker constant, j R is the radius of particle, jk
is the interparticle gap.
Potential energy of Coulomb interaction between overlapping double electric layers e j W for j  th spherical particle with radius j R is given by the known expression [23] :
where 0
is the shielding constant (here 0  is the Debye-Huckel radius),  is the dielectric permittivity of the environment, 0
 is the potential at the boundary of Helmholtz layer.
It is assumed that the medium parameters are chosen in such a way that electrostatic repulsion force exceeds Van der Waals force but action of laser radiation could lead to the aggregation of particles into structures.
Viscous friction force being the main factor of kinetic energy dissipation, for spherical particles with the radius j R is determined by the Stokes formula
here  is the dynamic viscosity of the medium.
Interaction of particles with the environment with fluctuating density leads to random change of the trajectory of their motion that must compensate for the friction force effect and to preserve dispersed phase mobility. To account for Brownian motion, we assume that random force 
here b k is Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of the medium.
Account for all forces acting onto the particles in the field of quasiresonant radiation allows modeling of the process in question with the help of Brownian dynamics and estimation of necessary parameters of the medium and the field. In the general case, the integration of the equation system (7) can be done only numerically.
Verification of the model
According to estimates quoted in [16] [17] [18] [19] 
We define intensity of laser field equal to 6 2 10 W cm I  . It is necessary to note that in real Brownian system, the velocities of particles obey Maxwell distribution [25, 26] ; however, since the formation of thee-particle structure is performed step by step then we set translational velocity at starting time moment 0 t t  to be zero that corresponds to mathematical expectation of supposed distribution. Minimal allowed distance between centers of mass of dipole particles min d is taken to be double radius of the particles min 2 j d R  .
As it was already pointed, for seeking of numerical solution of ODE system (5), the second order method from the family of explicit numerical Runge-Kutta methods was used [27] .
Calculation of particles' motion was conducted in a spherical cell with initial number of particles distributed within it being equal to N . The radius of the cell was equal to 20 nm. At every iteration step for every particle, independently on either the particle is isolated or involved into an aggregate, the motion equations (5) were solved in accordance with model parameters described above. Numerical method was implemented at the uniform grid with the step h= 0.01 ns. Random force c j F r , as pointed in 2.3, is governed by Gaussian distribution. Numerical implementation o random number generator that produced random uniformly distributed quantity further converted via Boxer transformation to Gauss distribution in accordance with parameters defined in structure was evaluated from the set contain exceeded 10%.
Results and discussion
As we pointed above, formation of complex structures can be performed in the course of step a third particle adjoins to preliminarily formed pair at desired angle. Geometry of formed structure frequency and orientation of polarization vector of external field. In this case initial pair can be either fixed additional laser field, or unfixed, with the respect to polarization plane. In the course of modeling special attention was paid to monitoring the formation of stable structures: «line» , when third particle adjoins the pair at the angle connecting centers of mass of particles composing the pair, «angle» (Fig. 2b) .
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, is governed by Gaussian distribution. Numerical implementation of random force was done using random number generator that produced random uniformly distributed quantity further converted via Boxer transformation to Gauss distribution in accordance with parameters defined in 2.3. Probability of assembly of part containing 100 calculation runs of the same type. Deviation from the m As we pointed above, formation of complex structures can be performed in the course of step a third particle adjoins to preliminarily formed pair at desired angle. Geometry of formed structure ientation of polarization vector of external field. In this case initial pair can be either fixed with the respect to polarization plane. In the course of modeling special attention was paid stable structures: «line» , when third particle adjoins the pair at the angle connecting centers of mass of particles composing the pair, «angle» ( 90 5  
Formation of structure from three particles with spatially oriented pairs of particles
Let us consider the case when particles 1 and 2 ( Fig. 1 ) are fixed and their orientation in space enabled by additional light field. The task is to calculate numerically the energy of interaction between the third particle and particles 1 and 2 in dependence on the wavelength and orientation o provide values of these parameters that enable formation of potential well with maximum depth. Positions of particles in the initial moment of time are presented in Fig. 1 . Distance between particles with , while the distance between second and the third particles The calculated dependence of dipole-dipole interaction energy (3) normalized to the for the case of three nanoparticles with spatially oriented pair, on the wavelength of external field and on the between polarization vector and the line connecting particles 1 and 2 is plotted in Fig. f random force was done using random number generator that produced random uniformly distributed quantity further converted via Boxer-Mueller . Probability of assembly of particles into a 100 calculation runs of the same type. Deviation from the mean value did not As we pointed above, formation of complex structures can be performed in the course of step-by-step assembly when a third particle adjoins to preliminarily formed pair at desired angle. Geometry of formed structure can be controlled by the ientation of polarization vector of external field. In this case initial pair can be either fixed, e.g., with with the respect to polarization plane. In the course of modeling special attention was paid stable structures: «line» , when third particle adjoins the pair at the angle 0 5  
and their orientation in space with respect to the enabled by additional light field. The task is to calculate numerically the energy of interaction between the third particle and particles 1 and 2 in dependence on the wavelength and orientation of polarization formation of potential well with maximum 1. Distance between particles within the pair is was set to be 20,16 or 10 nm; the Preliminary estimates show that chosen distance corresponds to the the thermal energy kT at room on the wavelength of external field and on the Fig. 2 , 23 16 nm r  r : 0 (Fig. 2b) . In this case potential well experiences short wavelength shift and corresponds to the wavelength 450 nm.
Reducing the distance between fixed pair and the third free particle leads to increase of detuning from the resonance, and the resonance becomes shifted to the longer-wavelength (Fig. 3a) or shorter-wavelength regions of spectrum (Fig. 3b) correspond to the maximum attractive interaction energy and can be chosen for the formation of a nanostructure on the base of spatially fixed pair of particles. There was assumed in the calculations that the third particle was located on a circle centered in particle 2 with the radius 16 nm that corresponds to volume concentration n = 0.0025. For the wavelength of external field 690 nm r   the calculated probability of structure formation from three particles during time period not more than 10 ns is presented in Fig. 4 .
Calculation shows that for 690 nm r   maximum probability of 46% is attained for linear structure with average formation time 6.81 ns. The angle of external field polarization direction corresponding to maximum probability equals to 0º, in accordance with dipole-dipole interaction energy calculation (Fig. 2а) . In 29% of runs the adjoining does not take place and in 25% of runs the adjoining leads to the formation of structures other than the linear one. Similar calculations for the wavelength of the external field 450 nm r   are shown in Fig. 5 . In this case the structures of pyramid-type and angle-type are formed with the probabilities 39% and 24% correspondingly, and in 37% of runs the adjoining does not take place. Average aggregation time into pyramid-type structure is 4.49 ns, while for angle-type structure it is 5.76 ns. The angles of external field polarization direction corresponding to maximum adjoining probability are equal to 45º for angle-type and 90º for pyramid-type structures and correspond to the calculated ones (Fig. 2b) .
Therefore, for fixed pair of particles at external field wavelength 690 nm the formation of linear structure is the most probable, and the most favorable value of 0   o . For external field wavelength 450 nm the most probable structure is the pyramid, and the most favorable value of 90
Calculation show that under the choice of the wavelength and external field vector direction with respect to fixed pair of particles the production of three different stable structures is possible, namely, linear-type and pyramid-type ones and angle-type. Structure formation probability may reach 46% per laser pulse at modest external field intensity. ergy of three particles with spatially oriented pair in dependence on the (3b). Dash lines correspond to interparticle distance 23 r r =20 nm, solid linesProbability of formation of linear structure from three particles with spatially oriented pair in dependence on their mutual Probability of structure formation from three particles with spatially oriented pair in dependence on their mutual orientation
Formation of structure from three particles with the participation of arbitrarily oriented pair of particles
In the second case we will assume that particles 1 and 2 are preliminarily assembled into stable pair that is arbitrarily oriented in space. Like in previous case, the task is the numerical calculation of energy of interaction between the third particle and pair of particles 1 and 2 in dependence on wavelength and external field polarization. Starting position of particles is the same as in Fig. 1 . Dependence of dipole-dipole interaction energy normalized to room temperature thermal energy on the wavelength and angle αfor three particles is shown in Fig. 6 ( 23 (Fig. 6b) . Similarly to previous case, reduction of the distance between the pair and free particle leads to the increase of detuning off resonance, and the resonant wavelength becomes shifted to longer-wavelength (shorter wavelength) region of spectrum for 0
correspondingly (Fig. 7) . Longer-wavelength maximum of potential well is attained at the external field wavelength 740 nm r  
. Probability of adjoining of free particle in external resonant field in dependence on its polarization during time period no more than 10 ns is presented in Fig. 8 . According to calculation, for the quoted wavelength predominantly linear structures are formed. Average adjoining time is 7.45 ns. Probability of required structure formation is 35%, while 43% of runs do not resulted in formation of any structure, and 22% of runs terminated by formation of structure other than linear. Angle of external field polarization direction that is favorable for attaining maximum probability of linear structure formation equals to 0º. Oppositely, shorter wavelength potential well is preserved at According to calculation, for the quoted wavelength predominantly linear structures are formed. Average adjoining time is 7.45 ns. Probability of required structure formation is 35%, while 43% of runs do not resulted in formation of any of runs terminated by formation of structure other than linear. Angle of external field polarization direction that is favorable for attaining maximum probability of linear structure formation equals to 0º. Oppositely, shorter preserved at 450 nm r   (Fig. 9 ) and is most favorable for pyramid dipole interaction energy of three particles with arbitrarily oriented pair in dependence on interparticle distance for =20 nm, solid lines -16 nm, dot linesProbability of structure formation from three particles with arbitrarily oriented pair in dependence on their mutual
According to calculation, for the quoted wavelength predominantly linear structures are formed. Average adjoining time is 7.45 ns. Probability of required structure formation is 35%, while 43% of runs do not resulted in formation of any of runs terminated by formation of structure other than linear. Angle of external field polarization direction that is favorable for attaining maximum probability of linear structure formation equals to 0º. Oppositely, shorter-9) and is most favorable for pyramid-type structure formation. Fig. 9 . Probability of adjoining of free particle to the arbitrarily oriented pair into pyramid Average pyramid-type adjoining time for structure formation is 36% at external field polarization angle 90º; 33% of runs result in absence of adjoining while in the rest of runs the structure other than pyramid are formed.
Therefore, formation of three-particle structure via adjoining of the free particle to the preliminarily formed pair is possible without additional orienting field. Structure formation probabilities more than one third per single 10 ns pulse can be attained. Selectivity on the laser wavelength allows directed formation of predominantly either linear or pyramid structures.
The employment of realistic parameters earlier calculations [21] and the experime [22] evidence the possibility of implementation of similar self experiment can be done with the help of optica the visible depending on the size of individual nanoparticles.
Conclusion
Present study has shown that, for the example of three achieved in the course of step-by-step process when the third particle is adjoining to a preliminarily formed pair. Initial pair in this case can be either fixed by auxiliary field or arbitrarily oriented in space. The first approach allows achieving larger structure formation probability (46% per a single pulse) and obtaining three different geometries of re approach uses two independently controllable parameters of laser radiation, namely, wavelength and orientation of electric field strength vector. In case of second approach, the formation of only two kind of structures is possible. However, the probabilities of formation of stable structures in both approaches do not differ strongly, and the second approach do not require additional orienting field. The latter means that second approach is easier to be implemented in the experiment.
The laser source required for pregenerate pulses with the duration of order of 10 ns. These requirements are w oscillators, and consequently, the proposed technique is well im Probability of adjoining of free particle to the arbitrarily oriented pair into pyramid-type structure in dependence on their mutual orientation at 450 nm. .89 ns, and maximum probability of pyramid type structure formation is 36% at external field polarization angle 90º; 33% of runs result in absence of adjoining while in the rest of runs the structure other than pyramid are formed.
particle structure via adjoining of the free particle to the preliminarily formed pair is possible without additional orienting field. Structure formation probabilities more than one third per single 10 ns pulse can e laser wavelength allows directed formation of predominantly either linear or pyramid parameters of medium and the field, as well as good qualitative agreement between and the experiment on the formation of pairs of colloidal quantum dots in the field of laser radiation evidence the possibility of implementation of similar self-assembly of complex structure in the real experiment. This experiment can be done with the help of optical parametric oscillator at pulse duration of order 10 ns the visible depending on the size of individual nanoparticles.
, for the example of three-particle structure, the formation of complex structures can be step process when the third particle is adjoining to a preliminarily formed pair. Initial pair uxiliary field or arbitrarily oriented in space. The first approach allows achieving larger probability (46% per a single pulse) and obtaining three different geometries of re approach uses two independently controllable parameters of laser radiation, namely, wavelength and orientation of electric field strength vector. In case of second approach, the structure formation probability per pulse is smaller ( formation of only two kind of structures is possible. However, the probabilities of formation of stable structures in both approaches do not differ strongly, and the second approach do not require additional orienting field. The latter means that second approach is easier to be implemented in the experiment.
-defined structures formation must be widely tunable across the visible and must generate pulses with the duration of order of 10 ns. These requirements are well fitted by commercial optical parametric oscillators, and consequently, the proposed technique is well implementable in practice.
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